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Abstract
A measurement of the phase difference between the short- and long-distance contributions to the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay is performed by analysing the dimuon
mass distribution. The analysis is based on pp collision data corresponding to an
integrated luminosity of 3 fb−1 collected by the LHCb experiment in 2011 and 2012.
The long-distance contribution to the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay is modelled as a sum of
relativistic Breit–Wigner amplitudes representing different vector meson resonances
decaying to muon pairs, each with their own magnitude and phase. The measured
phases of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances are such that the interference with the
short-distance component in dimuon mass regions far from their pole masses is small.
In addition, constraints are placed on the Wilson coefficients, C9 and C10 , and the
branching fraction of the short-distance component is measured.
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1

Introduction

The decay B + → K + µ+ µ− receives contributions from short-distance b → s`+ `− flavourchanging neutral-current (FCNC) transitions and long-distance contributions from intermediate hadronic resonances. In the Standard Model (SM), FCNC transitions are
forbidden at tree level and must occur via a loop-level process. In many extensions of the
SM, new particles can contribute to the amplitude of the b → s`+ `− process changing the
rate of the decay or the distribution of the final-state particles. Decays like B + → K + µ+ µ−
are therefore sensitive probes of physics beyond the SM.
Recent global analyses of measurements involving b → s`+ `− processes report deviations
from SM predictions at the level of four standard deviations [1–15]. These differences
could be explained by new short-distance contributions from non-SM particles [1–5, 12, 16]
or could indicate a problem with existing SM predictions [13, 15, 17]. To explain the
observed tensions, long-distance effects would need to be sizeable in dimuon mass regions
far from the pole masses of the resonances. Therefore, it is important to understand
how well these long-distance effects are modelled in the SM and how they interfere with
the short-distance contributions. Previous measurements of b → s`+ `− processes [18–23]
excluded regions of dimuon mass around the φ, J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances. The amplitude
in these mass regions is dominated by the narrow vector resonances and has a large
theoretical uncertainty. These dimuon regions are therefore considered insensitive to new
physics effects.
In this paper, a first measurement of the phase difference between the contributions to
the short-distance and the narrow-resonance amplitudes in the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay is
presented.1 For the first time, the branching fraction of the short-distance component is
determined without interpolation across the J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions. The measurement is
performed through a fit to the full dimuon mass spectrum, mµµ , using a model describing
the vector resonances as a sum of relativistic Breit–Wigner amplitudes. This approach is
similar to that of Refs. [13, 24], with the difference that the magnitudes and phases of the
resonant amplitudes are determined using the LHCb data rather than using the external
information on the cross-section for e+ e− → hadrons from the BES collaboration [25]. The
model includes the ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances, as well as broad charmonium states
(ψ(3770), ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415)) above the open charm threshold. Evidence
for the ψ(4160) resonance in the dimuon spectrum of B + → K + µ+ µ− decays has been
previously reported by LHCb in Ref. [26]. The continuum of broad states with pole masses
above the maximum mµµ value allowed in the decay is neglected.
The measurement presented in this paper is performed using a data set corresponding
to 3 fb−1 of integrated
√ luminosity collected by the LHCb experiment in pp collisions during
2011 and 2012 at s = 7 TeV and 8 TeV. The paper is organised as follows: Section 2
describes the LHCb detector and the procedure used to generate simulated events; the
reconstruction and selection of B + → K + µ+ µ− decays are described in Sec. 3; Section 4
describes the mµµ distribution of B + → K + µ+ µ− decays, including the model for the
various resonances appearing in the dimuon mass spectrum; the fit procedure to the
dimuon mass spectrum, including the methods to correct for the detection and selection
biases, is discussed in Sec. 5. The results and associated systematic uncertainties are
discussed in Secs. 6 and 7. Finally, conclusions are presented in Sec. 8.
1

The inclusion of charge-conjugate processes is implied throughout.
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Detector and simulation

The LHCb detector [27, 28] is a single-arm forward spectrometer, covering the
pseudorapidity range 2 < η < 5, designed to study the production and decay of particles
containing b or c quarks. The detector includes a high-precision tracking system divided
into three subsystems: a silicon-strip vertex detector surrounding the pp interaction region,
a large-area silicon-strip detector that is located upstream of a dipole magnet with a
bending power of about 4 Tm, and three stations of silicon-strip detectors and straw drift
tubes situated downstream of the magnet. The tracking system provides a measurement
of the momentum, p, of charged particles with a relative uncertainty that varies from
0.5% at low momentum to 1.0% at 200 GeV/c. The momentum scale of tracks in the data
is calibrated using the B + and J/ψ masses measured in B + → J/ψ K + decays [29]. The
minimum distance of a track to a primary vertex (PV), the impact parameter (IP), is measured with a resolution of (15 + 29/pT ) µm, where pT is the component of the momentum
transverse to the beam, in GeV/c. Different types of charged hadrons are distinguished
using information from two ring-imaging Cherenkov detectors (RICH). Photons, electrons
and hadrons are identified by a calorimeter system consisting of scintillating-pad and
preshower detectors, an electromagnetic calorimeter and a hadronic calorimeter. Muons
are identified by a system composed of alternating layers of iron and multiwire proportional
chambers. The online event selection is performed by a trigger [30], which consists of a
hardware stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed
by a software stage, which applies a full event reconstruction.
A large sample of simulated events is used to determine the effect of the detector geometry, trigger, and selection criteria on the dimuon mass distribution of the B + → K + µ+ µ−
decay. In the simulation, pp collisions are generated using Pythia 8 [31] with a specific
LHCb configuration [32]. The decay of the B + meson is described by EvtGen [33], which
generates final-state radiation using Photos [34]. As described in Ref. [35], the Geant4
toolkit [36] is used to implement the interaction of the generated particles with the detector
and its response. Data-driven corrections are applied to the simulation following the
procedure of Ref. [23]. These corrections account for the small level of mismodelling of the
detector occupancy, the B + momentum and vertex quality, and the particle identification
(PID) performance. The momentum of every reconstructed track in the simulation is also
smeared by a small amount in order to better match the mass resolution of the data.

3

Selection of signal candidates

In the trigger for the 7 TeV (8 TeV) data, at least one of the muons is required to have
pT > 1.48 GeV/c (pT > 1.76 GeV/c) and one of the final-state particles is required to have
both pT > 1.4 GeV/c (pT > 1.6 GeV/c) and an IP > 100 µm with respect to all PVs in the
event; if this final-state particle is identified as a muon, pT > 1.0 GeV/c is required instead.
Finally, the tracks of two or more of the final-state particles are required to form a vertex
that is significantly displaced from all PVs.
In the offline selection, signal candidates are built from a pair of oppositely tracks that
are identified as muons. The muon pair is then combined with a charged track that is
identified as a kaon by the RICH detectors. The signal candidates are required to pass a set
of loose preselection requirements that are identical to those described in Ref. [26]. These
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requirements exploit the decay topology of B + → K + µ+ µ− transitions and restrict the
data sample to candidates with good-quality vertex and track fits. Candidates are required
to have a reconstructed K + µ+ µ− mass, mKµµ , in the range 5100 < mKµµ < 6500 MeV/c2 .
Combinatorial background, where particles from different decays are mistakenly combined, is further suppressed with the use of a Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) [37, 38] using
kinematic and geometric information. The BDT is identical to that described in Ref. [26]
and uses the same working point. The efficiency of the BDT for signal is uniform with
respect to mKµµ .
Specific background processes can mimic the signal if their final states are misidentified
or partially reconstructed. The requirements described in Ref. [26] reduce the overall
contribution of the background from such decay processes to a level of less than 1%
of the expected signal yield in the full mass region. The largest remaining specific
background contribution comes from B + → π + µ+ µ− decays (including B + → J/ψ π + and
B + → ψ(2S)π + ), where the pion is mistakenly identified as a kaon.
The K + µ+ µ− mass of the selected candidates is shown in Fig. 1. The signal is
modelled by the sum of two Gaussian functions and a Gaussian function with power-law
tails on both sides of the peak; these all share a common peak position. A Gaussian
function is used to describe a small contribution from Bc+ decays around the known Bc+
mass [39]. Combinatorial background is described by an exponential function with a
negative gradient. At low mKµµ , the background is dominated by partially reconstructed
b-hadron decays, e.g. from B {+,0} → K ∗{+,0} µ+ µ− decays in which the pion from the
K ∗{+,0} is not reconstructed. This background component is modelled using the upper tail
of a Gaussian function. The shape of the background from B + → π + µ+ µ− decays is taken
from a sample of simulated events. Integrating the signal component in a ±40 MeV/c2
window about the known B + mass [39] yields 980 000 B + → K + µ+ µ− decays.
When computing mµµ , a kinematic fit is performed to the selected candidates. In the
fit, the mKµµ mass is constrained to the known B + mass and the candidate is required
to originate from one of the PVs in the event. For simulated B + → J/ψ K + decays, this
improves the resolution in mµµ by about a factor of two.

4

Differential decay rate

Following the notation of Ref. [40], the CP -averaged differential decay rate of
B + → K + µ+ µ− decays as a function of the dimuon mass squared, q 2 ≡ m2µµ , is given by
(
4m2µ (m2B − m2K )2
dΓ G2F α2 |Vtb Vts∗ |2
2 2 2
2
2 2
=
|k|β
|k| β C10 f+ (q ) +
C10 f0 (q 2 )
2
2
5
2
dq
128π
3
q mB
)


2
1 2
mb + ms
2
2
2
+ |k| 1 − β C9 f+ (q ) + 2C7
fT (q )
,
(1)
3
mB + mK
where |k| is the kaon momentum in the B + meson rest frame. Here mK and mB are the
masses of the K + and B + mesons while ms and mb refer to the s and b quark masses
as defined in Ref. [40], mµ is the muon mass and β 2 = 1 − 4m2µ /q 2 . The constants GF ,
α, and Vtq are the Fermi constant, the QED fine structure constant, and CKM matrix
elements, respectively. The parameters f0,+,T denote the scalar, vector and tensor B → K
form factors. The Ci are the Wilson coefficients in an effective field theory description of
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Figure 1: Reconstructed K + µ+ µ− mass of the selected B + → K + µ+ µ− candidates. The fit to
the data is described in the text.

the decay. The coefficient C9 corresponds to the coupling strength of the vector current
operator, C10 to the axial-vector current operator and C7 to the electromagnetic dipole
operator. The operator definitions and the numerical values of the Wilson coefficients
in the SM can be found in Ref. [41]. Right-handed Wilson coefficients, conventionally
denoted Ci0 , are suppressed in the SM and are ignored in this analysis. The Wilson
coefficients C9 and C10 are assumed to be real. This implicitly assumes that there is no
weak phase associated with the short-distance contribution. In general, CP -violating
effects are expected to be small across the mµµ range with the exception of the region
around the ρ and ω resonances, which enter with different strong and weak phases [42].
The small size of the CP asymmetry between B − and B + decays is confirmed in Ref. [43].
In the present analysis, there is no sensitivity to CP -violating effects at low masses and
therefore the phases of the resonances are taken to be the same for B + and B − decays
throughout.
Vector resonances, which produce dimuon pairs via a virtual photon, mimic a contribution to C9 . These long-distance hadronic contributions to the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay are
taken into account by introducing an effective Wilson coefficient in place of C9 in Eq. 1,
C9eff = C9 + Y (q 2 ),

(2)

where the term Y (q 2 ) describes the sum of resonant and continuum hadronic states
appearing in the dimuon mass spectrum. In this analysis Y (q 2 ) is replaced by the sum of
vector meson resonances j such that
X
2
C9eff = C9 +
ηj eiδj Ares
(3)
j (q ),
j

where ηj is the magnitude of the resonance amplitude and δj its phase relative to C9 .
These phase differences are one of the main results of this paper. The q 2 dependence of
4

2
the magnitude and phase of the resonance is parameterised by Ares
j (q ). The resonances
included are the ω, ρ0 , φ, J/ψ , ψ(2S), ψ(3770), ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415). Contributions from other broad resonances and hadronic continuum states are ignored, as are
contributions from weak annihilation [44–46]. No systematic uncertainties are attributed
to these assumptions, which are part of the model that defines the analysis framework of
this paper.
2
The function Ares
j (q ) is taken to have the form of a relativistic Breit–Wigner function
for the ω, ρ0 , φ, J/ψ , ψ(2S) and ψ(4040), ψ(4160) and ψ(4415) resonances,
2
Ares
j (q ) =

(m20 j

m0 j Γ0 j
,
− q 2 ) − im0 j Γj (q 2 )

(4)

where m0 j is the pole mass of the j th resonance and Γ0 j its natural width. The running
width Γj (q 2 ) is given by
p m0 j
p Γ0 j ,
Γj (q 2 ) =
(5)
p0 j q 2
where p is the momentum of the muons in the rest frame of the dimuon system evaluated
at q, and p0 j is the momentum evaluated at the mass of the resonance. To account for
the open charm threshold, the lineshape of the ψ(3770) resonance is described by a Flatté
function [47] with a width defined as
s
"
#
2
2)
p
m
1
−
(4m
/q
0
j
D
p
Γ1 + Γ2
,
(6)
Γψ(3770) (q 2 ) =
p0 j q 2
1 − (4m2D /q02 )
where mD is the mass of the D0 meson and q02 is the q 2 value at the pole mass of the
ψ(3770). The coefficients Γ1 = 0.3 MeV/c2 and Γ2 = 27 MeV/c2 are taken from Ref. [39]
and correspond to the sum of the partial widths of the ψ(3770) to states below and above
the open charm threshold. For q 2 < 4m2D , the phase-space factor accompanying Γ2 in
Eq. 6 becomes complex.
The form factors are parameterised according to Ref. [48] as
N
−1
X
1
f0 (q ) =
b0i z i ,
1 − q 2 /m2Bs0
∗
i=0

  
N
−1
X
1
i
+,T
2
i
i−N
bi
z − (−1)
zN ,
f+,T (q ) =
2
2
1 − q /mBs∗ i=0
N
2

(7)

(8)

∗ ) is the mass of the lowest-lying excited Bs
with, for this analysis, N = 3. Here mBs∗ (mBs0
P
− +
meson with J = 1 (0 ). The coefficients b+
i are allowed to vary in the fit to the data
subject to constraints from Ref. [40], whereas the coefficients b0i and bTi are fixed to their
central values. The function z is defined by the mapping
p
√
t+ − q 2 − t+ − t0
2
(9)
z(q ) ≡ p
√
t+ − q 2 + t+ − t0

with
t+ ≡ (mB − mK )2

(10)

√
√
t0 ≡ (mB + mK )( mB − mK )2 .

(11)

and
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Fit to the mµµ distribution

In order to determine the magnitudes and phases of the different resonant contributions,
a maximum likelihood fit in 538 bins is performed to the distribution of the reconstructed
2
dimuon mass, mrec
µµ , of candidates with mKµµ in a ±40 MeV/c window about the known
+
+ + −
B + mass. The mrec
µµ distribution of the B → K µ µ decay is described by


dΓ dq 2
rec
,
(12)
R(mµµ , mµµ ) ⊗ ε(mµµ ) 2
dq dmµµ
i.e. by Eq. 1, multiplied by the detector efficiency, ε, as a function of the true dimuon
mass, mµµ , and convolved with the experimental mass resolution R discussed in Sec. 5.2.

5.1

Signal model

The magnitudes and phases of the resonances are allowed to vary in the fit, as are the
Wilson coefficients C9 and C10 . As the contribution of C7 to the total decay rate is small,
it is fixed to its SM value of C7SM = −0.304 ± 0.006 [41].
The form factor f+ (q 2 ) is constrained in the fit according to its value and uncertainty
from Ref. [40]. The form factors f0 (q 2 ) and fT (q 2 ) have a limited impact on the normalisation and shape of Eq. 1, and are fixed to their values from Ref. [40]. The masses and
widths of the broad resonances above the open charm threshold are constrained according
to their values in Ref. [49]. The masses and widths of the ρ, ω and φ mesons and the
widths of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons are fixed to their known values [39]. The large
magnitude of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) amplitudes makes the fit very sensitive to the position
of the pole mass of these resonances. Due to some residual uncertainty on the momentum
scale in the data, the pole masses of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons are allowed to vary in the
fit.
The short-distance component is normalised to the branching fraction of B + → J/ψ K +
measured by the B-factory experiments [39]. After correcting for isospin asymmetries in the production of the B + mesons at the Υ(4S), the branching fraction is B(B + → J/ψ K + ) = (9.95 ± 0.32) × 10−4 [50]. This is further multiplied by
B(J/ψ → µ+ µ− ) = (5.96 ± 0.03) × 10−2 [39] to account for the decay of the J/ψ meson.
The branching fraction of the decay B + → K + µ+ µ− via an intermediate resonance j is
computed from the fit as
G2 α2 |Vtb Vts∗ |2
τB F
128π 5

(mBZ−mK )2

3

|k|



1
β − β3
3



2

2

2
2
f+ (q 2 ) |ηj |2 Ares
j (q ) dq ,

(13)

4m2µ

where τB is the lifetime of the B + meson. The branching fractions of B + → ρK + ,
B + → ωK + , B + → φK + and B + → ψ(3770)K + are also constrained assuming factorisation
between the B decay and the subsequent decay of the intermediate resonance to a muon
pair. These branching fractions are taken from Ref. [39].

5.2

Mass resolution

The convolution of the resolution function with the signal model is implemented using
a fast Fourier transform technique [51, 52]. The fit to the data is performed in three
6

Table 1: Resolution parameters of the different convolution regions in units of MeV/c2 . The
αl and αu parameters are shared between the J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions. The parameters without
uncertainties are fixed from fits to the simulated events.
Region ( MeV/c2 )
σG
σC
αl
nl
αu
[ 300, 1800]
3.53
2.98
−1.15
20.0
1.15
[1800, 3400]
6.71 ± 0.04 5.67 ± 0.02 −1.21 ± 0.02 9.1 ± 1.0 1.21 ± 0.02
[3400, 4700]
5.63 ± 0.04 4.76 ± 0.02 −1.21 ± 0.02 8.5 ± 0.5 1.21 ± 0.02

nu
20.0
20.0
7.3 ± 1.2

f
0.39
0.41 ± 0.01
0.41 ± 0.01

2
rec
2
separate regions of dimuon mass: 300 ≤ mrec
µµ ≤ 1800 MeV/c , 1800 < mµµ ≤ 3400 MeV/c
2
and 3400 < mrec
µµ ≤ 4700 MeV/c .
To increase the speed of the fit, the resolution is treated as constant within these
regions using the resolution at the φ, J/ψ and ψ(2S) pole masses. The impact of this
assumption on the measured phases of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) resonances has been tested
using pseudoexperiments and found to be negligible. This is to be expected as the spectra
in all other regions vary slowly in comparison to the resolution function. The resolution
is modelled using the sum of a Gaussian function, G, and a Gaussian function with
power-law tails on the lower and upper side of the peak, C,
rec
R(mrec
µµ , mµµ ) = f G(mµµ , mµµ , σG )+

(1 − f ) C(mrec
µµ , mµµ , σC , nl , nu , αl , αu ) .
The component with power-law tails is defined as

−n
 Al (Bl − δ) l
exp(−δ 2 /2)
C(mrec
µµ , mµµ , σC , nl , nu , αl , αu ) ∝

Au (Bu + δ)−nu

if δ < αl
if αl < δ < αu ,
if δ > αu

(14)

(15)

with
δ = (mrec
µµ − mµµ )/σC
nl,u

nl,u
2
e−|αl,u | /2
Al,u =
|αl,u |


nl,u
Bl,u =
− |αl,u |
|αl,u |

(16)

and is normalised to unity.
The parameters describing the resolution model for the J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions (f , σC ,
σG , nl , nu , αl , αu ) are allowed to vary in the fit to the data. The parameters αl , αu and
f are shared between the J/ψ and ψ(2S) regions. The resolution parameters for the φ
region can not be determined from the data in this way and are instead fixed to their
values in the simulation. The resulting values of the resolution parameters are summarised
in Table 1. As a cross-check, a second fit to the mrec
µµ distribution is performed using the
full mµµ dependence of the resolution model in Eq. 12 and a numerical implementation of
the convolution. In this fit to the data, the parameters of the resolution model are taken
from simulated B + → K + µ+ µ− events and fixed up to an overall scaling of the width of
the resolution function. The two fits to mrec
µµ yield compatible results.
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Figure 2: Efficiency to reconstruct, trigger and select simulated B + → K + µ+ µ− decays as a
function of the true dimuon mass. The efficiency is normalised to the efficiency at the J/ψ meson
mass. The band indicates the efficiency parameterisation used in this analysis and its statistical
uncertainty.

5.3

Efficiency correction

The measured dimuon mass distribution is biased by the trigger, selection and detector
geometry. The dominant sources of bias are the geometrical acceptance of the detector,
the impact parameter requirements on the muons and the kaon and the pT dependence
of the trigger. Figure 2 shows the efficiency to trigger, reconstruct and select candidates
as a function of mµµ in a sample of simulated B + → K + µ+ µ− candidates. The rise in
efficiency with increasing dimuon mass originates from the requirement that one of the
muons has pT > 1.48 GeV/c (pT > 1.76 GeV/c) in the 2011 (2012) trigger. The drop
in efficiency at large dimuon mass (small hadronic recoil) originates from the impact
parameter requirement on the kaon. The efficiency is normalised to the efficiency at
the J/ψ meson mass and is parameterised as a function of mµµ by the sum of Legendre
polynomials, Pi (x), up to sixth order,
ε(mµµ ) =

6
X





εi Pi −1 + 2

i=0

mµµ − 2mµ
mB − mK − 2mµ


.

(17)

The values of the parameters εi are fixed from simulated events and are given in Table 2.

5.4

Background model

The reconstructed dimuon mass distribution of the combinatorial background candidates
is taken from the mKµµ upper mass sideband, 5620 < mKµµ < 5700 MeV/c2 . When
evaluating mrec
µµ , mKµµ is constrained to the centre of the sideband rather than to the
+
known B mass. Combinatorial background comprising a genuine J/ψ or ψ(2S) meson is
described by the sum of two Gaussian functions. After applying the mass constraint, the
means of the Gaussians do not correspond exactly to the known J/ψ and ψ(2S) masses.
Combinatorial background comprising a dimuon pair that does not originate from a J/ψ
or ψ(2S) meson is described by an ARGUS function [53]. The lineshape of the background
8

Table 2: Parameters describing the efficiency to trigger, reconstruct and select simulated
B + → K + µ+ µ− decays as a function of mµµ .

Value
Uncertainty

ε0
0.9262
0.0036

Correlation
ε0
ε1
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6

ε0
1.000

ε1
ε2
ε3
ε4
ε5
ε6
0.1279 −0.0532 −0.1857 −0.1269 −0.0205 −0.0229
0.0080
0.0116
0.0131
0.0155
0.0138
0.0148
ε1
−0.340
1.000

ε2
0.605
−0.345
1.000

ε3
−0.208
0.635
−0.352
1.000

ε4
0.432
−0.207
0.684
−0.344
1.000

ε5
−0.132
0.411
−0.224
0.608
−0.344
1.000

ε6
0.298
−0.094
0.455
−0.154
0.619
−0.259
1.000

from B + → π + µ+ µ− decays, where the pion is mistakenly identified as a kaon, is taken
from simulated events.

6

Results

The dimuon mass distributions and the projections of the fit to the data are shown in
Fig. 3. Four solutions are obtained with almost equal likelihood values, which correspond
to ambiguities in the signs of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) phases. The values of the phases and
branching fractions of the vector meson resonances are listed in Table 3. The posterior
values for the f+ form factor are reported in Table 4. A χ2 test between the data and the
model, with the binning scheme used in Fig. 3, results in a χ2 of 110 with 78 degrees of
freedom. The largest disagreements between the data and the model are localised in the
mµµ region close to the J/ψ pole mass and around 1.8 GeV/c2 . The latter is discussed in
Sec. 7.
The branching fraction of the short-distance component of the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay
can be calculated by integrating Eq. 1 after setting the amplitudes of the resonances to
zero. This gives
B(B + → K + µ+ µ− ) = (4.37 ± 0.15 (stat) ± 0.23 (syst)) × 10−7 ,
where the statistical uncertainty includes the uncertainty on the form-factor predictions.
The systematic uncertainty on the branching fraction is discussed in Sec. 7. This measurement is compatible with the branching fraction reported in Ref. [22]. The two results
are based on the same data and therefore should not be used together in global fits. The
branching fraction reported in Ref. [22] is based on a binned measurement in q 2 regions
away from the narrow resonances (φ, J/ψ and ψ(2S)) and then extrapolated to the full
q 2 range. The contribution from the broad resonances was thus included in that result.
A two-dimensional likelihood profile of C9 and C10 is also obtained as shown in Fig. 4.
The intervals correspond to χ2 probabilities assuming two degrees of freedom. Only the
quadrant with C9 and C10 values around the SM prediction is shown. The other quadrants
9
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Figure 3: Fits to the dimuon mass distribution for the four different phase combinations that
describe the data equally well. The plots show cases where the J/ψ and ψ(2S) phases are
both negative (top left); the J/ψ phase is positive and the ψ(2S) phase is negative (top right);
the J/ψ phase is negative and the ψ(2S) phase is positive (bottom left); and both phases are
positive (bottom right). The component labelled interference refers to the interference between
the short- and long-distance contributions to the decay. The χ2 value of the four solutions is
almost identical, with a value of 110 for 78 degrees of freedom.

can be obtained by mirroring in the axes. The branching fraction of the short-distance
component provides a good constraint on the sum of |C9 |2 and |C10 |2 (see Eq. 1). This
gives rise to the annular shape in the likelihood profile in Fig. 4. In addition, there is
a modest ability for the fit to differentiate between C9 and C10 through the interference
of the C9 component with the resonances. The visible interference pattern excludes very
small values of |C9 |. Overall, the correlation between C9 and C10 is approximately 90%.
The best-fit point for the Wilson coefficients (in a given quadrant of the C9 and C10
plane) and the corresponding B + → K + µ+ µ− branching fraction are the same for the
four combinations of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) phases. Including statistical and systematic
uncertainties, the fit results deviate from the SM prediction at the level of 3.0 standard
deviations. The uncertainty is dominated by the precision of the form factors. The best-fit
SM
point prefers a value of |C10 | that is smaller than |C10
| and a value of |C9 | that is larger
SM
than |C9 |. However, if C10 is fixed to its SM value, the fit prefers |C9 | < |C9SM |. This
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Table 3: Branching fractions and phases for each resonance in the fit for the four solutions of
the J/ψ and ψ(2S) phases. Both statistical and systematic contributions are included in the
uncertainties. There is a common systematic uncertainty of 4.5%, dominated by the uncertainty
on the B + → J/ψ K + branching fraction, which provides the normalisation for all measurements.

Resonance
ρ(770)
ω(782)
φ(1020)
J/ψ
ψ(2S)
ψ(3770)
ψ(4040)
ψ(4160)
ψ(4415)
Resonance
ρ(770)
ω(782)
φ(1020)
J/ψ
ψ(2S)
ψ(3770)
ψ(4040)
ψ(4160)
ψ(4415)

J/ψ negative/ψ(2S) negative
Phase [rad]
Branching fraction
−0.35 ± 0.54 (1.71 ± 0.25) × 10−10
0.26 ± 0.39 (4.93 ± 0.59) × 10−10
0.47 ± 0.39 (2.53 ± 0.26) × 10−9
−1.66 ± 0.05
–
−1.93 ± 0.10 (4.64 ± 0.20) × 10−6
−2.13 ± 0.42 (1.38 ± 0.54) × 10−9
−2.52 ± 0.66 (4.17 ± 2.72) × 10−10
−1.90 ± 0.64 (2.61 ± 0.84) × 10−9
−2.52 ± 0.36 (6.04 ± 3.93) × 10−10
J/ψ positive/ψ(2S) negative
Phase [rad]
Branching fraction
−0.26 ± 0.54 (1.71 ± 0.25) × 10−10
0.35 ± 0.39 (4.93 ± 0.58) × 10−10
0.58 ± 0.38 (2.53 ± 0.26) × 10−9
1.47 ± 0.05
–
−2.21 ± 0.11 (4.63 ± 0.20) × 10−6
−2.40 ± 0.39 (1.39 ± 0.54) × 10−9
−2.64 ± 0.50 (4.05 ± 2.76) × 10−10
−2.11 ± 0.38 (2.62 ± 0.82) × 10−9
−2.42 ± 0.46 (6.13 ± 3.98) × 10−10

J/ψ negative/ψ(2S) positive
Phase [rad]
Branching fraction
−0.30 ± 0.54 (1.71 ± 0.25) × 10−10
0.30 ± 0.38 (4.93 ± 0.58) × 10−10
0.51 ± 0.37 (2.53 ± 0.26) × 10−9
−1.50 ± 0.05
–
2.08 ± 0.11 (4.69 ± 0.20) × 10−6
−2.89 ± 0.19 (1.67 ± 0.61) × 10−9
−2.69 ± 0.52 (4.25 ± 2.83) × 10−10
−2.13 ± 0.33 (2.67 ± 0.85) × 10−9
−2.43 ± 0.43 (7.10 ± 4.48) × 10−10
J/ψ positive/ψ(2S) positive
Phase [rad]
Branching fraction
−0.22 ± 0.54 (1.71 ± 0.25) × 10−10
0.38 ± 0.38 (4.93 ± 0.58) × 10−10
0.62 ± 0.37 (2.52 ± 0.26) × 10−9
1.63 ± 0.05
–
1.80 ± 0.10 (4.68 ± 0.20) × 10−6
−2.95 ± 0.14 (1.68 ± 0.61) × 10−9
−2.75 ± 0.48 (4.30 ± 2.86) × 10−10
−2.28 ± 0.24 (2.68 ± 0.81) × 10−9
−2.31 ± 0.48 (7.12 ± 4.94) × 10−10

is consistent with the results of global fits to b → s`+ `− processes. Given the model
assumptions in this paper, the interference with the J/ψ meson is not able to explain the
low value of the branching fraction of the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay while keeping the values
of C9 and C10 at their SM predictions.
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Systematic uncertainties

Sources of systematic uncertainty are considered separately for the phase and branching
fraction measurements. In both cases, the largest systematic uncertainties are accounted
for in the statistical uncertainty as they are included as nuisance parameters in the fit.
Table 4: Coefficients of the form factor f+ (q 2 ) as introduced in Eq. 8 with both prior (from
Ref. [40]) and posterior values shown.

Coefficient
b+
0
b+
1
b+
2

Ref. [40]
0.466 ± 0.014
−0.89 ± 0.13
−0.21 ± 0.55
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Fit result
0.465 ± 0.013
−0.81 ± 0.05
0.03 ± 0.32
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LHCb
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0
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99.7%

2

4

6

Re(C 9)
Figure 4: Two-dimensional likelihood profile for the Wilson coefficients C9 and C10 . The SM
point is indicated by the blue marker. The intervals correspond to χ2 probabilities with two
degrees of freedom.

For smaller sources of uncertainty, the fit is repeated with variations of the inputs and the
difference is assigned as a systematic uncertainty. A summary of the remaining systematic
uncertainties can be found in Table 5.
The parameters governing the behaviour of the tails of the resolution function are
particularly correlated with the phases. The systematic uncertainty on the resolution
model is included in the statistical uncertainty by allowing the resolution parameter values
to vary in the fit. If the tail parameters are fixed to their central values, the statistical
uncertainties on the phase measurements decrease by approximately 20%. The choice of
parameterisation for the resolution model is validated using a large sample of simulated
events and no additional uncertainty is assigned for the choice of model. For the branching
fraction measurement, the uncertainty arising from the resolution model is negligible
compared to other sources of systematic uncertainty.
Table 5: Summary of systematic uncertainties. The branching fraction refers to the short-distance
SM contribution. A dash indicates that the uncertainty is negligible.

Source
Broad components
Background model
Efficiency model
B(B + → J/ψ K + )

J/ψ phase ψ(2S) phase
20 mrad
10 mrad
10 mrad
10 mrad
3 mrad
10 mrad
—
—
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Branching fraction
1.0%
1.0%
1.0%
4.2%

C9,10
0.05
0.05
0.05
0.19

Similarly to the resolution model, the systematic uncertainty associated with the
knowledge of the f+ (q 2 ) form factor is included in the statistical uncertainty. If the
form-factor parameters are fixed to their best-fit values, the statistical uncertainties on
the phases decrease by 4% (1%) for the J/ψ (ψ(2S)) measurements. For the branching
fraction, the uncertainty is 2%, which is of similar size as the statistical uncertainty.
At around mµµ = 1.8 GeV/c2 there is a small discrepancy between the data and the
model (see Fig. 3). This is interpreted as a possible contribution from excited ρ, ω or φ
resonances. Given the limited knowledge of the masses and widths of the states in this
region, these broad states are neglected in the nominal fit. They are, however, visible in
e+ e− → hadrons vacuum polarisation data [39]. To test the effect of such states on the
phases of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) mesons, an additional relativistic Breit–Wigner amplitude is
included with a width and mass that are allowed to vary in the fit. The inclusion of this
Breit–Wigner amplitude marginally improves the fit quality around mµµ = 1.8 GeV/c2 and
changes the J/ψ (ψ(2S)) phase by 40% (20%) of its statistical uncertainty, which is added
as a systematic effect. The magnitude of the amplitude is not statistically significant
and its mean and width do not correspond to a known state. The phases of the other
resonances in the fit have larger statistical uncertainties and the inclusion of this additional
amplitude has a negligible effect on their fit values. Given that the contribution of this
amplitude is small compared to the short-distance component, its effect on the branching
fraction is only around 1%.
Other, smaller systematic uncertainties include modelling of the combinatorial background, calculation of the efficiency as a function of q 2 and the uncertainty on the
B + → J/ψ K + branching fraction. The latter affects the branching fraction measurement
and is obtained from Ref. [50], which results in a 4% uncertainty.
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Conclusions

This paper presents the first measurement of the phase difference between the short- and
long-distance contributions to the B + → K + µ+ µ− decay. The measurement is performed
using a binned maximum likelihood fit to the dimuon mass distribution of the decays.
The long-distance contributions are modelled as the sum of relativistic Breit–Wigner
amplitudes representing different vector meson resonances decaying to muon pairs, each
with their own magnitude and phase. The short-distance contribution is expressed in
terms of an effective field theory description of the decay with the Wilson coefficients C9
and C10 , which are taken to be real. These are left free in the fit and all other components
set to their corresponding SM values. The B → K hadronic form factors are constrained
in the fit to the predictions from Ref. [40].
The fit results in four approximately degenerate solutions corresponding to ambiguities
in the signs of the J/ψ and ψ(2S) phases. The values of the J/ψ phases are compatible
with ± π2 , which means that the interference with the short-distance component in dimuon
mass regions far from their pole masses is small. The negative solution of the J/ψ phase
agrees qualitatively with the prediction of Ref. [45], where long-distance contributions are
calculated at negative q 2 and extrapolated to the q 2 region below the J/ψ pole-mass using
a hadronic dispersion relation. The fit model, which includes the conventional J P C = 1−−
cc̄ resonances, is found to describe the data well, with no significant evidence for the
decays B + → ψ(4040)K + or B + → ψ(4415)K + . The values of the ψ(3770) and ψ(4160)
13

phases are compatible with those reported in Ref. [13].
SM
The measurement of the Wilson coefficients prefers a value of |C10 | < |C10
| and a
SM
SM
value of |C9 | > |C9 |. If the value of C10 is set to that of C10 , the measurement favours
the region |C9 | < |C9SM |. These results are similar to those reported previously in global
analyses. The interference between the short- and long-distance contributions in the
regions around the ρ, ω and the φ, and in the region q 2 > m2ψ(2S) , results in the exclusion of
the hypothesis that C9 = 0 at more than 5 standard deviations. The dominant uncertainty
on the measurements of C9 and C10 arises from the knowledge of the B → K hadronic
form factors. The current data set allows the uncertainties on these hadronic parameters
to be reduced. Improved inputs on the form factors from lattice QCD calculations and the
larger data set that will be available at the end of the LHC Run 2 are needed to further
improve the measurement of the Wilson coefficients.
A similar strategy to the one applied in this paper can be extended to other b → s`+ `−
decay processes to understand the influence of hadronic resonances on global fits for C9
and C10 . However, the situation is more complicated in decays where the strange hadron
is not a pseudoscalar meson as the amplitudes corresponding to different helicity states of
the hadron can have different relative phases.
Finally, a measurement of the branching fraction of the short-distance component of
B + → K + µ+ µ− decays is also reported and is found to be
B(B + → K + µ+ µ− ) = (4.37 ± 0.15 (stat) ± 0.23 (syst)) × 10−7 ,
where the first uncertainty is statistical and second is systematic. In contrast to previous
analyses, the measurement is performed across the full q 2 region accounting for the
interference with the long-distance contributions and without any veto of resonancedominated regions of the phase space. The value of the branching fraction is found to be
compatible with previous measurements [22], but smaller than the SM prediction [40].
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